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Log Stand Manual
The 6” Universal Log Stand allows you to roll a log onto the tool 
itself lifting the log just enough to keep your chainsaw out of the 
dirt.  The log stand works equally well with a cant hook or 
peavey.  It will attach to any of Logrite's Standard and Xtreme 
Duty handles.   It also fits our Fiberglass cant hooks or 
peaveys.

The log stand is ideal for bucking those small diameter logs up 
to 16” in diameter.  The log stand has a 1500 pound capacity.  
Defying gravity and rolling a larger diameter log up and onto the 
stand can be strenuous.  An alternative method of cutting large 
diameter logs is to cut halfway, roll the log and cut the 
remainder of the way through.

Installation
Loosen the four socket head cap screws on the collar with the attached 3/16” allen wrench.  
Slide the cant hook or peavey through the collar so that the bottom of the stand is on the 
opposite side of the swinging hook and the leg is facing the tip/point of the tool.  The log 
stand should be placed at the end of the tool.Tighten the four socket head cap screws.
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Usage

1. Place the swinging hook over the log with the stand toward you (photo a).
2. Pull the handle toward you to set the hook into the log (photo b).
3. Continue to pull the handle toward you.  As you pull the handle toward  you, the stand will 

set on the ground and the log will lift.
4. Continue to pull the handle down until it rests on the ground.  The log will now rest on the 

handle of the cant hook/peavey.(photo c).
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